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Abstra t
EquiX is a sear h language for XML that ombines the power of querying with the
simpli ity of sear hing. Requirements for su h languages are dis ussed and it is shown
that EquiX meets the ne essary riteria. Both a graph-based abstra t syntax and a formal
on rete syntax are presented for EquiX queries. In addition, the semanti s is de ned and an
evaluation algorithm is presented. The evaluation algorithm is polynomial under ombined
omplexity.
EquiX ombines pattern mat hing, quanti ation and logi al expressions to query both
the data and meta-data of XML do uments. The result of a query in EquiX is a set of XML
do uments. A DTD des ribing the result do uments is derived automati ally from the query.
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Introdu tion

The widespread use of the World-Wide Web has given rise to a plethora of simple query pro essors, ommonly alled sear h engines. Sear h engines query a database of semi-stru tured data,
namely HTML pages. Currently, sear h engines annot be used to query the meta-data ontent
in su h pages. Only the data an be queried. For example, one an use a sear h engine to nd
pages ontaining the word \villain". However, it is diÆ ult to obtain only pages in whi h villain
appears in the ontext of a hara ter in a Wild West movie. More and more XML pages are
nding their way onto the Web. Thus, it is be oming in reasingly important to be able to query
both the data and the meta-data ontent of the pages on the Web. We propose a language for
querying (or sear hing) the Web that lls this void.
Sear h engines an be viewed as simple query pro essors. The query language of most
sear h engines is rather restri ted. Both traditional database query languages, su h as SQL,
and newly proposed languages, su h as XQL [RLS98℄, XML-QL [DFF+ 98℄ and Xmas [BLP+ 98,
LPVV99℄, are mu h ri her than the query language of most sear h engines. However, the limited
expressiveness of sear h engines appears to be an advantage in the ontext of the Web. Many
Internet users are not familiar with database on epts and nd it hard to formulate SQL queries.
In omparison, when it omes to using sear h engines, experien e has proven that even novi e
Internet users an easily ask queries using a sear h engine. It is likely that this is true be ause
of the inherent simpli ity of the sear h-engine query languages.
Consequently, an apparent disadvantage of sear h-engine languages is really an advantage
when it omes to querying the Web. Thus, it is imperative to rst understand the requirements
of a query language for the Web, before attempting to design su h a language. We believe that
the Web gives rise to a new on ept in query languages, namely sear h languages . We will
present design riteria for sear h languages.
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As its name implies, a sear h language is a language that an be used to sear h for data. We
di erentiate between the terms sear h and query . Roughly speaking, a sear h is an impre ise
pro ess in whi h the user guesses the ontent of the do ument that she requires. Querying is a
pre ise pro ess in whi h the user spe i es exa tly the information she is seeking. In this paper
we de ne a language that has both sear hing and querying apabilities. We all a language that
allows both sear hing and querying a sear h language.
We all a query written in a sear h language a sear h query and the query result a sear h
result . Similarly, we all a query pro essor for a sear h language a sear h pro essor . From
analyzing popular sear h engines, one an de ne a set of riteria that should guide the design
of a sear h language and pro essor. We present su h riteria below.
1. Format of Results: A sear h result of a sear h query should be either a set of do uments
(pages) or se tions of do uments that satisfy the query. In general, when sear hing, the
user is simply interested in nding information. Thus, a sear h query need not perform
restru turing of do uments to ompute results. This simpli es the formulation of a sear h
query sin e the format of the result need not be spe i ed.
2. Pattern Mat hing: A sear h language should allow some level of pattern mat hing both
on the data and meta-data. Clearly, pattern mat hing on the data is a onvenient way
of spe ifying sear h requirements. Pattern mat hing on the meta-data allows a user to
formulate a sear h query without knowing the exa t stru ture of the do ument. In the
ontext of sear hing, it is unlikely that the user will be aware of the exa t stru ture of the
do ument that she is seeking.
3. Quanti ation: Many sear h languages urrently implemented on the Web allow the
user to spe ify quanti ations in sear h queries. For example, the sear h query \+Wild
-West", a ording to the semanti s of many of the sear h engines found on the Web,
requests do uments in whi h the word \Wild" appears (i.e., exists) and the word \West"
does not appear (i.e., not exists). The ability to spe ify quanti ations should be extended
to allow quanti ations in querying the meta-data.
4. Logi al Expressions: Many sear h engines allow the user to spe ify logi al expressions
in their sear h languages, su h as onjun tions and disjun tions of onditions. This should
be extended to enable the user to use logi al expressions in querying the meta-data.
5. Iterative Sear hing Ability: The result of a sear h query is generally very large. Many
times a result may ontain hundreds, if not thousands, of do uments. Users generally do
not wish to sift through many do uments in order to nd the information that they require.
Thus, it is a useful feature for a sear h pro essor to allow requerying of previous results.
This enables users to sear h for the desired information iteratively, until su h information
is found.
6. Polynomial Time: The database over whi h sear h queries are omputed is large and
is onstantly growing. Hen e, it is desirable for a sear h query to be omputable in
polynomial time under ombined omplexity (i.e., when both the query and the database
are part of the input).
When designing a sear h language, there is an additional requirement that is more diÆ ult
to de ne s ienti ally. A sear h language should be easy to use. We present our nal riterion.
7. Simpli ity: A sear h language should be simple to use. One should be able to formulate
queries easily and the queries, on e formulated, should be intuitively understandable.
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The de nition of requirements for a sear h language is interesting in itself. In this paper
we present a spe i language, namely EquiX, that ful lls the requirements 1 through 6. From
our experien e, we have found EquiX sear h queries to be intuitively understandable. Thus, we
believe that EquiX satis es the additional language requirement of simpli ity. EquiX is rather
unique in that it ombines both polynomial query evaluation (under ombined omplexity)
with several powerful querying abilities. In EquiX, both quanti ation and negation an be
used. Regular expressions an also be used on the data of an XML do ument. In an extension
toEquiX we allow aggregation on the data and a limited lass of regular expressions on the
metadata. Both sear hing and querying an be performed using the EquiX language. EquiX
also simpli es the querying pro ess by automati ally generating both the format of the result
and a orresponding DTD.
This paper extends previous work [CKK+99, CKK+00℄. In Se tion 2 we present a data model
for XML do uments. Both the on rete and abstra t syntax for EquiX queries are des ribed
in Se tion 3. In Se tion 4 we de ne the semanti s of EquiX, and in Se tion 5 a polynomial
algorithm for evaluating EquiX queries is presented. A pro edure for omputing a result DTD
is presented in Se tion 6. In Se tion 7 we present some extensions to our language and in
Se tion 8 we on lude. We present proofs of theorems in Appendix A.
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Data Model

We de ne a data model for querying XML do uments [BPSM98℄. At rst, we assume that ea h
XML do ument has a given DTD. In Se tion 7 we will relax this assumption. The term element
will be used to refer to a parti ular o urren e of an element in a do ument. The term element
name will refer to the name of an element and thus, may appear many times in a do ument.
Similarly we use attribute to refer to a parti ular o urren e of an attribute and attribute name
to refer to its name. At times, we will blur the distin tion between these terms when the meaning
is lear from the ontext.
We introdu e some ne essary notation. A dire ted tree over a set of nodes N is a pair
T = (N; E ) where E  N  N and E de nes a tree-stru ture. We say that the edge (n; n0 ) is
in ident from n and in ident to n0 . Note that in a tree, there is at most one edge in ident to any
given node. We assume throughout this paper that all trees are nite. The root of a dire ted
tree is the node r 2 N , su h that every node in N is rea hable from r in T . We denote a rooted
dire ted tree as a triple T = (N; E; r).
An XML do ument ontains both data (i.e., atomi values) and meta-data (i.e., elements
and attributes). The relationships between data and meta-data, (and between meta-data and
meta-data) are re e ted in a do ument by use of nesting.
We will represent an XML do ument by a dire ted tree with a labeling fun tion. The data
and meta-data in a do ument orrespond to nodes in the tree with appropriate labels. Nodes
orresponding to meta-data are omplex nodes while nodes orresponding to data are atomi
nodes . The relationships in a do ument are represented by edges in the tree. In this fashion, an
XML do ument is represented by its parse tree.
Note that using ID and IDREF attributes one an represent additional relationships between
values. When onsidering these relationships, a do ument may no longer be represented by a
tree. In the sequel we will utilize ID and IDREF attributes to answer sear h queries.
In general, a parsed XML do ument need not be a rooted tree. An XML do ument that
gives rise to a rooted tree is said to be rooted . The element that orresponds to the root of the
tree is alled the root element. Given an XML do ument that is not rooted, one an reate a
rooted do ument by adding a new element to the do ument and pla ing its opening tag at the
beginning of the do ument, and its losing tag at the end of the do ument. This new element
3

<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ATTLIST
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ATTLIST

movieInfo (movie+,a tor+)>
movie
(des r,title, hara ter+)>
a tor
(name)>
a tor
id
ID
#REQUIRED>
des r
(#PCDATA)>
title
(#PCDATA)>
name
(#PCDATA)>
hara ter EMPTY>
hara ter
role CDATA #REQUIRED
star IDREF #REQUIRED>

Figure 1: DTD des ribing movie information
will be the root element of the new do ument. With little e ort we an adjust the DTD of
the original do ument to reate a new DTD that the new do ument will onform to. Thus, we
assume without loss of generality that all XML do uments in a database are rooted.
We now give a formal de nition of an XML do ument. We assume that there is an in nite
set A of atoms and in nite set L of labels.

De nition 2.1 (XML Do ument) An XML do ument is a pair X = (T; l) su h that




T

= (N; E; r) is a rooted dire ted tree;1

! L [ A is a labeling fun tion that asso iates ea h omplex node with a value in
and ea h atomi node with a value in A.

l: N

L

We assume that ea h DTD has a designated element name, alled the root element name of
the DTD. Consider a DTD d with a root element name e. We say that a do ument X = (T; l)
with root r stri tly onforms to d if
1. the do ument X onforms to d (in the usual way [BPSM98℄) and
2. the fun tion l assigns the label e to the root r (i.e., l(r) = e).
The DTD in Figure 1 with root element name movieInfo des ribes information about movies.
In Figure 2 an XML do ument ontaining movie information is depi ted. This do ument stri tly
onforms to the DTD resented above. Note that the nodes in Figure 2 are numbered. The
numbering is for onvenient referen e and is not part of the data model.
A atalog is a pair C = (d; S ) where d is a DTD and S is a set of XML do uments, ea h of
whi h stri tly onforms to d. A database is a set of atalogs. Note the similarity of this de nition
to the relational model where a database is a set of tuples onforming to given relation s hemes.
This data model is natural and has useful hara teristi s. Our assumption that ea h XML
do ument onforms to a given DTD implies that the do uments are of a partially known stru ture. We an display this knowledge for the bene t of the user. Thus, the task of nding
information in a database does not require a preliminary step of querying the database to disover its stru ture.
1

Note that an XML do ument is a sequen e of hara ters. Thus, to properly model the ordering of elements
in a do ument, an ordering fun tion on the hildren of a node should be introdu ed. For simpli ity of exposition
we hose to omit this in the paper.
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Figure 2: An XML Do ument
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Sear h Query Syntax

In this se tion we present both a on rete and an abstra t syntax for EquiX sear h queries. A
sear h query written in the on rete syntax is a on rete query and a sear h query written in
the abstra t syntax is an abstra t query .
3.1

Con rete Query Syntax

The on rete syntax is des ribed informally as part of the graphi al user interfa e urrently
implemented for EquiX. Intuitively, a query is an \example" of the do uments that should
appear in the output. By formulating an EquiX query the user an spe ify do uments that she
would like to nd. She an spe ify onstraints on the data that should appear in the do uments.
We all su h onstraints ontent onstraints . She an also spe ify onstraints on the meta-data,
or stru ture, of the do uments. We all su h onstraints stru tural onstraints . In addition, the
user an spe ify quanti ation onstraints whi h onstrain the data and meta-data that should
appear in the resulting do uments by determining how the ontent and stru tural onstraints
should be applied to a do ument.
The user formulates her query intera tively. The user hooses a atalog (d; S ). Only do uments in S will be sear hed (queried). At rst a minimal query is displayed. In a minimal query,
only the root element name of d is displayed. A minimal query looks similar to an empty form
for querying using a sear h engine (see Figure 3). The user an then add ontent onstraints
by lling in the form, or add stru tural onstraints by expanding elements that are displayed.
When an element is expanded, its attributes and subelements, as de ned in d, are displayed.
The user an add ontent onstraints to the elements and attributes. The user an also spe ify
the quanti ation that should be applied to ea h element and attribute, i.e., quanti ation onstraints. This an be one of exists , not exists , for all , and not for all (written in a user friendly
fashion). In addition, the user an hoose whi h elements in the query should appear in the
output.
In Figure 4 an expanded on rete query is depi ted. This query was formulated by exploring
the DTD presented in Se tion 2. It retrieves the title and des ription of Wild West movies in
5

Figure 3: Minimal query that nds do uments ontaining the phrase \Wild West"
whi h Redford does not star as a villain. Intuitively, answering this query is a two part pro ess:
1. Sear h for Wild West movies. The phrase \Wild West" may appear anywhere in the
des ription of a movie. For example, it may appear in the title or in the movie des ription.
Intuitively, this is similar to a sear h in a sear h engine.
2. Query the movies to nd those in whi h Redford does not play as a villain. This ondition
is rather exa t. It spe i es exa tly where the phrases should appear and it ontains a
quanti ation onstraint. Thus, on eptually, this is similar to a traditional database
query.
3.2

Abstra t Query Syntax

We present an abstra t syntax for EquiX and show how a on rete query is translated to an
abstra t query.
A boolean fun tion that asso iates ea h sequen e of alpha-numeri symbols with a truth
value among f?; >g is a string mat hing fun tion . We assume that there is an in nite set C
of string mat hing fun tions, that C is losed under omplement and that the fun tion > is a
member of C . We also assume that ea h fun tion in C is omputable in polynomial time. One
su h fun tion might be:
wild^west (s) =

(

>
?

if s ontains the words \wild" and \west"
otherwise

We de ne an abstra t query below.

De nition 3.1 (Abstra t Query) An abstra t query is a rooted dire ted tree T augmented by
four onstraining fun tions and an output set, denoted Q = (T; l; ; o; q; O) where




! L is a labeling fun tion that asso iates ea h node with a label;
: N ! C is a ontent fun tion that asso iates ea h node with a string mat hing fun tion;

l:N
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Figure 4: Query that nds titles and des riptions of movies in whi h Redford isn't a villain





! f^; _g is an operator fun tion that asso iates ea h node with a logi al operator;
q : E ! f9; 8g is a quanti ation fun tion that asso iates ea h edge with a quanti er;
O  N is the set of proje ted nodes, i.e., nodes that should appear in the result.
Consider a node n. If o(n) = \^", we will say that n is an and-node . Otherwise we will say
that n is an or-node . Similarly, onsider an edge e. If q(e) = \9", we will say that e is an
o:N

existential-edge . Otherwise, e is a universal-edge .
We give an intuitive explanation of the meaning of an abstra t query. The formal semanti s is
presented in Se tion 4. When evaluating a query, we will attempt to mat h nodes in a do ument
to nodes in the query. In order for a do ument node nX to mat h a query node nQ, the fun tion
(nQ ) should hold on the data below nX . In addition, if nQ is an and-node (or-node), we require
that ea h (at least one) hild of nQ be mat hed to a hild of nX . If nX is mat hed to nQ then
a hild n0X of nX an be mat hed to a hild n0Q of nQ, only if the edge (nQ ; n0Q) an be satis ed
w.r.t. nX . Roughly speaking, in order for a universal-edge (existential-edge) to be satis ed w.r.t.
nX , all hildren (at least one hild) of nX that have the same label as n0Q must be mat hed to
n0Q .
Note that in a on rete query the user an use the quanti ers \9", \8", \:9", \:8" and
all nodes are impli itly and-nodes. In an abstra t query only the quanti ers \9", \8" may be
used and the nodes may be either and-nodes or or-nodes. When reating a user interfa e for our
language we found that the on rete query language was generally more intuitive for the user.
We present the abstra t query language to simplify the dis ussion of the semanti s and query
evaluation. Note that the two languages are equivalent in their expressive power.
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We address the problem of translating a on rete query to an abstra t query. Most of
this pro ess is straightforward. The tree stru ture of the abstra t query is determined by the
stru ture of the on rete query. The labeling fun tion l is determined by the labels (i.e., element
and attribute names) appearing in the on rete query. The set O is determined by the nodes
marked for output by the user.
Translating the quanti ation onstraints is slightly more ompli ated. As a rst step we
augment ea h edge in the query with the appropriate quanti er as determined by the user. We
asso iate ea h node with the \^"-operator and with the ontent onstraint spe i ed by the user.
Note that an empty ontent onstraint in a on rete query orresponds to the boolean fun tion
>. Next, we propagate the negation in the query. When negation is propagated through an
and-node (or-node), the node be omes an or-node (and-node), and the string mat hing fun tion
asso iated with the node is repla ed by its omplement. Similarly, when negation is propagated
through an existential-edge (universal-edge), the edge be omes a universal-edge (existentialedge). In this fashion, we derive a tree in whi h ea h edge is asso iated with \9" or \8" and
ea h node is asso iated with \^" or \_". The fun tions o, q, and are determined by the pro ess
des ribed above.
The on rete query in Figure 4 is represented by the abstra t query in Figure 5. The string
mat hing fun tions are spe i ed in itali s next to the orresponding nodes. Bla k nodes are
output nodes. In the sequel, unless otherwise spe i ed, the term query will refer to an abstra t
query.
moveInfo

true

V

E

actor

V

A

1111
0000
0000
1111
title
0000
1111
0000
1111
0000
1111
0000
1111

character
V

true

false
A

E

V

A

E
V

true

movie

V

1111
0000
0000
1111
descr
0000
1111
0000
1111
0000
1111
0000
1111

E

"Wild West"

true

role

star

V

V

< > "villain"

< > "Redford"

Figure 5: Abstra t query for the on rete query in Figure 4. Output nodes are olored bla k.
Re all the sear h language requirements we presented in Se tion 1. We postulated that in
a sear h language, it should not be ne essary for the user to spe ify the format of the result
(Criterion 1). In EquiX, by de ning the set O, the user only spe i es what information she
wants the result to in lude, and does not expli itly detail the format in whi h it should appear.
We suggested that it is important for there to be pattern mat hing, quanti ation, and logi al
expressions for onstraining data and meta-data (Criterion 2, 3, and 4). For data, these an
all be spe i ed using the ontent fun tion . For meta-data, the pattern to whi h the stru ture
should be mat hed is spe i ed by T and l, the quanti ation is spe i ed by q, and logi al
operators an be spe i ed using o. The result of an EquiX query is a set of XML do uments.
In Se tion 6 we show how a DTD for the result do uments an be omputed. Thus, requerying
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of results is possible in EquiX (Criterion 5). In Se tion 5 we show that EquiX queries an be
evaluated in polynomial time, and thus, EquiX meets Criterion 6.

4

Sear h Query Semanti s

When des ribing the semanti s of a query in a relational database language, su h as SQL or
Datalog, the term mat hing an be used. The result of evaluating a query are all the tuples
that mat h the s hemas mentioned in the query and satisfy the onstraints. We des ribe the
semanti s of an EquiX query in a similar fashion.
We rst de ne when a node in a do ument mat hes a node in a query. Consider a do ument
X , and a query Q. Suppose that the labeling fun tion of X is lX and the labeling fun tion of
Q is lQ . We say that a node nX in X mat hes a node nQ in Q if lX (nX ) = lQ (nQ ). We denote
the parent of a node n by p(n). We now de ne a mat hing of a do ument to a query.

De nition 4.1 (Mat hing) Let X = (TX ; lX ) be an XML do ument, with nodes NX and root

rX . Let Q = (TQ ; lQ ; ; o; q; O ) be a query tree with nodes NQ and root rQ . A
Q is a fun tion  : NQ
2NX , su h that the following hold

!

mat hing of X to

1. Root Mat hing: (rQ ) = frX g;
2. Node Mat hing: if nX
3. Conne tivity: if nX

2 (nQ), nX mat hes nQ;

2 (nQ) and nX is not the root of X , then p(nX ) 2 (p(nQ)).

Note that Condition 1 requires that the root of the do ument is mat hed to the root of the
query, Condition 2 ensures that mat hing nodes have the same label, and Condition 3 requires
mat hings to have a tree-like stru ture.
We de ne when a mat hing of a do ument to a query is satisfying. We rst present some
auxiliary de nitions. Consider an XML do ument X = (TX ; lX ), where TX = (NX ; EX ; rX ).
Consider a node nX in TX . We di erentiate between the textual ontent (i.e., data) ontained
below the node nX , and the stru tural ontent (i.e., meta-data). When de ning the textual
ontent of a node, we take ID and IDREF values into onsideration. We say that n0X is a hild of
nX if (nX ; n0X ) 2 EX . We say that n0X is an indire t hild of nX if nX has an attribute of type
IDREF with the same value as an attribute of type ID of n0X . We denote the textual ontent of
a node nX as t(nX ), de ned as follows:




If nX is an atomi node, then t(nX ) = lX (nX );
Otherwise, t(nX ) is the on atenation2 of the ontent of its hildren and indire t hildren.

We demonstrate the textual ontent of a node with an example. Re all the XML do ument
depi ted in Figure 2. The textual ontent of Node 9, is \villain 436 Ja k Redford". Note that
the t(24) in ludes the value \Ja k Redford" sin e Node 5 is an indire t hild of Node 24.
We dis uss when a quanti ation onstraint is satis ed. Consider a do ument X , a query Q
and a mat hing  of X to Q. Let nX be a node in X and let e = (nQ; n0Q ) be an edge in Q. We
say nX satis es e with respe t to  if the following holds
2

Note that an XML do ument may be y li as a result of ID and IDREF attributes. We take a nite
on atenation by taking ea h hild into a ount only on e. In addition, the order in whi h the on atenation is
taken and the ability to di erentiate between data that originated in di erent nodes may a e t the satis ability
of a string mat hing fun tion. This is a te hni al problem that is taken into onsideration in the implementation,
by adding an auxillary dividing symbol to the data. We will not elaborate on this point any further.
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If e is an existential-edge then there is a hild n0X of nX su h that n0X mat hes n0Q and
n0X 2 (n0Q ).
If e is a universal-edge then for all hildren n0X of nX , if n0X mat hes n0Q, then n0X

2 (n0Q).

We de ne a satisfying mat hing of a do ument to a query.

De nition 4.2 (Satisfying Mat hing) Let X = (TX ; lX ) be an XML do ument, and let Q =

(TQ ; lQ ; ; o; q; O) be a query tree. Let  be a mat hing of X to Q. We say that  is a satisfying
mat hing of X to Q if for all nodes nQ in Q and for all nodes nX 2 (nQ ) the following
onditions hold
1. if nQ is a leaf then (nQ )(t(nX )) = >, i.e., nX satis es the string mat hing ondition of
nQ ;
2. otherwise (nQ is not a leaf):
(a) if nQ is an or-node then nX satis es either (nQ ) or at least one edge in ident from
nQ with respe t to ;
(b) if nQ is an and-node then nX satis es both (nQ ) and all edges that are in ident from
nQ with respe t to .

Condition 1 implies that the leaves satisfy the ontent onstraints in Q. Conditions 2a and 2b
imply that X satis es the quanti ation onstraints in Q. The stru tural onstraints are satis ed
by the existen e of a mat hing.

Example 4.3 Re all the query in Figure 5 and the do ument in Figure 2. Two of the satisfying

mat hings of the do ument to the query are spe i ed in the following table. There are additional
mat hings not shown here.
Query Node
movieInfo
movie
des r
title
hara ter
role
star
a tor

1

f0g
f2g
f10g
f11g
f12; 13g
f25; 27g
f26; 28g
f4g

2

f0g
f3g
f14g
f15g
f16g
f29g
f30g
f5g

Note that there is no satisfying mat hing that mat hes Node 1 to the movie node in the query
be ause the universal quanti ation on the edge onne ting movie and hara ter annot be
satis ed.
We presented several satisfying mat hings of a do ument to a query. Let  and 0 be
mat hings of a do ument X to a query Q. We de ne the union of  and 0 in the obvious way.
Formally, given a query node nQ,
( [ 0 )(nQ ) := (nQ) [ 0 (nQ)
There may be an exponential number of satisfying mat hings of a given do ument to a given
query. Note, however, that the following proposition holds.
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Proposition 4.4 (Union of Mat hings) Let X be an XML do ument and let Q be a query.
Let M be the set of all satisfying mat hings of X to Q. Then the union of all the satisfying
mat hings in M is a satisfying mat hing. Formally,

(

[

2M

)

2M

It is suÆ ient to show that the union of any two satisfying mat hings 1 , 2 is a satisfying
mat hing. Let  := 1 [ 2. Suppose that X = (TX ; lX ) with root rX and Q = (TQ ; lQ ; ; o; q; O)
with root rQ.
We rst show that  is a mat hing. It is easy to see that the root of the do ument is
mat hed to the root of the label sin e (rQ ) = 1 (rQ ) [ 2 (rQ ) = frX g [ frX g = frX g. Now
onsider nX 2 (nQ ) for some do ument node nX and query node nQ. Then nX 2 1 (nQ) or
nX 2 2 (nQ ). In either ase it follows that nX mat hes nQ . Similarly, if nX is not the root of
X then it easily follows that p(nX ) 2 (p(nQ )). Thus,  is a mat hing.
In a similar fashion it is easy to see that  is a satisfying mat hing. This follows sin e
satis ability is he ked for ea h node separately and thus satis ability of  follows dire tly from
satis ability of 1 and 2 .

Proof.

We say that a do ument X satis es a query Q if there exists a satisfying mat hing  of X to
We now spe ify the output of evaluating a query on a single XML do ument. The result of a
query is the set of do uments derived by evaluating the query on ea h do ument in the queried
atalog (i.e., ea h do ument that mat hed the DTD from whi h the query was derived).
Intuitively, the result of evaluating a query on a do ument is a subtree of the do ument
(as required in Criterion 1). The subtree ontains nodes of three types. Do ument nodes
orresponding to output query nodes appear in the resulting subtree. In addition, we in lude
an estors and des endants of these nodes. The an estors ensure that the result has a tree-like
stru ture and that it is a proje tion of the original do ument. Re all that the textual ontent
of the do ument is ontained in the atomi nodes of the do ument tree. Hen e, the result must
in lude the des endants to insure that the the textual ontent is returned.
For a given do ument, query pro essing an be viewed as the pro ess of singling out the
nodes of the do ument tree that will be part of the output. Consider a do ument X = (TX ; lX )
with TX = (NX ; EX ; rX ) and a query Q with proje ted nodes O. Let M be the set of satisfying
mat hings of X to Q. The output of evaluating the query Q on the do ument X is the the
do ument de ned by proje ting NX on the set NR := Nout [ Nan [ Ndes de ned as
 Nout := fnX 2 NX j (9nO 2 O)(9 2 M) nX 2 (nO )g, i.e., nodes in X orresponding
to proje ted nodes in Q;

Q.




f

Nan := nX
Nout ;

2 NX j (9n0X 2 Nout ) nX is an an estor of n0X g, i.e., an estors of nodes in

:= fnX
nodes in Nout .

Ndes

2 NX j (9n0X 2 Nout ) nX is an des endant of n0X g,

i.e., des endants of

We all NR the output set of X with respe t to Q.
The result of applying the query in Figure 5 to the do ument in Figure 2 is depi ted in
Figure 6. Note that the values of \des r" and \title" are grouped by \movie". This follows
naturally from the stru ture of the original do ument.
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movieInfo
movie

movie
descr
"takes
place in the
Wild West..."

descr

title
The Lone
Cowboy

"This
movie..."

title
Secrets of the
Wild West

Figure 6: Result Do ument

5

Query Evaluation

Re all that a query is de ned by hoosing a atalog and exploring its DTD. Consider a query
Q generated from a DTD d in the atalog (d; S ). The result of evaluating Q on the database is
the set of do uments generated by evaluating Q on ea h do ument in S .
We present an algorithm for evaluating a query on a do ument. There may be an exponential
number of mat hings of a query to a do ument. Con rete queries ontain both quanti ation
and negation. This would appear to be another sour e of omplexity. Thus, it would seem that
omputing the output of a query on a do ument should be omputationally expensive. Roughly
speaking, however, query evaluation in this ase is analogous to evaluating a rst-order query
that an be written using only two variables. Therefore, using dynami programming [CLR90℄,
we an in fa t derive an algorithm that runs in polynomial time, even when the query is onsidered part of the input (i.e., ombined omplexity). Thus, EquiX meets the sear h language
requirement of having polynomial evaluation time (Criterion 6).
In Figure 7 we present a polynomial pro edure that omputes the output of a do ument,
given a query. Given a do ument X and query Q, the pro edure Query Evaluate omputes the
output set NR of X w.r.t. Q. Note that the value of t(nX ) for ea h do ument node nX an
be omputed in a prepro essing step in polynomial time. Query Evaluate uses the pro edure
Mat hes shown in Figure 8. Given a query node nQ and a do ument node nX , the pro edure
Mat hes he ks if it is possible that nX 2 (nQ ) for some mat hing , based on the subtrees of
nQ and nX .
Note that path(n) is the sequen e of element names on the path from the root of the query
to n, and an (n) (des (n)) is the set of an estors (des endants) of n. Note also that NQ are the
query nodes and NX are the do ument nodes. We use jNQ j and jNX j to denote the size of the
query and do ument nodes, respe tively. The array mat h array is an array of size jNQ jjNX j of
boolean values. Observe that in Figure 7 we order the nodes by des ending depth. This ensures
that when Mat hes(nQ,nX ,mat h array) is alled, the array mat h array is already updated for
all the hildren of nQ and nX . The pro edure Query Evaluate does not expli itly reate any
mat hings. However, the following theorem holds.

Theorem 5.1 (Corre tness of Query Evaluate) Given a do ument
gorithm Query Evaluate omputes the output set of X w.r.t. Q.

X and a query Q, the al-

In Appendix A we prove this theorem. It an be shown that the pro edure Query Evaluate
runs in polynomial time in ombined omplexity. Let jDj be the size of the data in do ument
X , i.e., the size of X when ignoring X 's meta-data. Formally, jD j = jt(rX )j. Let C (m) be an
upper-bound on the runtime of omputing a string-mat hing onstraint on a string of size m.
Re all that C (m) is polynomial in m.
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Algorithm
Input
Output

Query Evaluate

Do ument X = (TX ; lX ) s.t. TX = (NX ; EX ; rX ),
Query tree Q = (TQ ; lQ ; ; o; q; O) s.t. TQ = (NQ ; EQ ; rQ )
NR  NX , i.e., the outputed do ument nodes

Initialize mat h array[℄[℄ to false

1 := NQ, ordered by des ending depth

Queue

While (not isEmpty(Queue1 )) do

:=Dequeue(Queue1 )
For all nX 2 NX su h that path (nX ) = path (nQ) do
mat h array[nQ ℄[nX ℄:= Mat hes(nQ, nX ,mat h array)
NR := ;
Queue2 := NQ , ordered by as ending depth
While (not isEmpty(Queue2 )) do
nQ :=Dequeue(Queue2 )
nQ

For all nX 2 NX do
If (nQ 6= rQ and not mat h array[p(nQ )℄[p(nX )℄) then
mat h array[nQ ℄[nX ℄ := false
Else If (mat h array[nQ ℄[nX ℄ and nQ 2 O) then

Return NR

NR

:= NR [ fnX g [ an (nX ) [ des (nX )

Figure 7: Evaluation of an EquiX Query

Theorem 5.2 (Polynomial Complexity) Given do ument

X and a query Q, the algorithm
Query Evaluate runs in time O (jNX j  jNQ j  (jNQ j  jNX j + C (jD j))).

The initialization stage, i.e., the sorting of Queue1 an be done in O(jNQ jlg(jNQ j)). The
rst \while" loop runs O(jNX jjNQ j) times and in ea h iteration alls the pro edure Mat hes
whi h runs in time O(jNQ jjNX j + C (jDj)). On e again, initialization of Queue2 an be done in
O (jNQ jlg (jNQ j)). The se ond while loop runs in time O (jNX j2 jNQ j). Therefore, the algorithm
Query Evaluate runs in time O (2jNQ jlg (jNQ j) + jNX jjNQ j(jNQ jjNX j + C (jD j)) + jNX j2 jNQ j),
whi h is equal to O(jNX jjNQ j(jNQ jjNX j + C (jDj))) as required.

Proof.

6

Creating a Result DTD

In Se tion 5 we des ribed the pro ess of evaluating a query on a database. Query evaluation
generates a set of do uments. A query is formed using a hosen DTD, alled the originating
DTD , and only do uments stri tly onforming to the originating DTD will be queried. Thus,
in order to allow iterative querying or requerying of results , a DTD for the resulting do uments
must be de ned. Given a query Q, if any possible result do ument must onform to the DTD
dR , we say that dR is a result DTD for Q. In this se tion we present a pro edure that given a
query Q, omputes in polynomial time a result DTD for Q. Thus, we show that EquiX ful lls
the sear h language requirement of ability to perform requerying (Criterion 5).
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Pro edure
Input
Output

Mat hes(nQ ,nX ,mat h array)

A query node nQ
A do ument node nX
An array mat h array
true if nX may be in (nQ ) for a mat hing ,
based on the subtrees of nX and nQ, and false otherwise

t := (nQ )(t(nX ))

If nQ is a terminal node return t
Let MQ be the set of hildren of nQ in Q
For ea h mQ 2 MQ do:
Let MX be the set of hildren, mX , of nX in X su h that lX (mX ) = lQ(mQ )
If (nQ; mQ ) is an existential-edge
then
W
status(mQ ) :=
Else status(mQ ) :=
If nQ is an or-nodeWthen
return t _ ( mQ 2MQ
V
Else return t ^ ( mQ 2MQ

mat h array[mQ ℄[mX ℄
mX 2MX mat h array[mQ ℄[mX ℄

VmX 2MX

status(mQ ))
status(mQ ))

Figure 8: Satisfa tion of a Node Pro edure
A DTD is a set of element de nitions , and attribute list de nitions . An element de nition
has the form <!ELEMENT e '>, where e is the element name being de ned and ' is its ontent
de nition . An attribute list de nition has the form <!ATTLIST e 1 : : : n >, where e is an
element name and 1 : : : n are de nitions of attributes for e. The set of element names de ned
in a DTD d is its element name set , denoted Ed .
Consider a query Q = (T; l; ; o; q; O) formulated from a DTD d. We say that element name
0
e is a des endant of element name e in d if e0 may be nested within an element e in a do ument
onforming to d. Formally, e0 is a des endant of e if




e0

appears in the ontent de nition of e or

e0

is a des endant of an element name e00 whi h appears in the ontent de nition of e.

We say that e is an an estor of e0 in d if e0 is a des endant of e in d. Note that the element
name e may appear in a do ument resulting from evaluating Q if there is a node nO 2 O su h
that l(nO ) = e. Additionally, e may appear in the output if e is an an estor or des endant in
d of an element e0 that meets the ondition presented in the previous senten e. Thus, given a
query, we an ompute in linear time the element name set EdR of the result DTD dR .
In order to ompute the result DTD of a query Q, we must ompute the ontent de nitions
and attribute list de nitions for the elements in EdR . In the result DTD, we take the attribute
list de nitions for the elements in EdR as de ned in the originating DTD but hange all attributes
to be of type #IMPLIED. Note that the root element name r of the originating DTD will always
be in EdR . It is easy to see that r is also the designated root element name of dR .
In Figure 9 we present an algorithm that omputes the ontent de nition for an element in
EdR . Intuitively, any elements that will not appear in the result of a query must be removed
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from the original DTD in order to form the result DTD. In addition, elements will only appear
in result do uments if query onstraints are satis ed. Thus, this possible appearan e of elements
may be taken into a ount when formulating dR . The algorithm Create Content De nition uses
the pro edure presented in Figure 10 in order to simplify the ontent de nition it reates. The
result DTD is reated by omputing the ontent de nitions for all e 2 EdR and adding the
attribute list de nitions. Note that in the algorithm, dtd des (e0 ; e) is true if e is a des endant
of e0 in the DTD D. In addition, an (nX ; O) is true if nX is an an estor of some node in O.

Algorithm
Input
Output

Create Content De nition

An element e 2 EdR
A query Q with nodes NQ , edges EQ and proje ted nodes O
The originating DTD d with ontent de nition 'e for e
The ontent de nition of e in the result DTD

If (9nO 2 O) s.t. ((l(nO ) = e) or
'

:= 'e

'0

:= 'e

(l(nO ) = e0 and dtd des (e0 ; e))) then

Else ' := ;
For ea h (nQ 2 NQ ) s.t. ((l(nQ ) = e) and (an (nQ ; O))) do
For all elements e0 in 'e do
If (9n0Q 2 NQ) s.t. path(nQ ) = path(n0Q ) and

'

(9n00Q 2 NQ) s.t. (n0Q ; n00Q) 2 EQ and l(n00Q ) = e0 and (an (n00Q ; O))) then
Repla e all o urren es of e0 in '0 with (e0 ?)
Else Repla e all o urren es of e0 in '0 with ;

:= ' j '0

Return Simplify(').
Figure 9: Content De nition Generation Algorithm

Theorem 6.1 (Corre tness of DTD Creation) Let Q be a query with an originating DTD

d and let X be a do ument. Suppose that the result of evaluating Q on X is the XML do ument
R. Then R stri tly onforms to the result DTD as formed by the pro ess des ribed above. In
addition, the omputation of the result DTD an be performed in time O( d Q ).

j jj j

We rst prove orre tness. Consider a spe i o uren e of an do ument node nR with
with an element name of e appearing in a result do ument. Clearly, an element with name e an
appear in a result do ument only if e 2 EdR . Thus, e has a ontent de nition in the result DTD.
The ontent de nition of e is a disjun tion of ontent de nitions. It is suÆ ient to show that
one of the de nitions in the disjun tion is satis ed with respe t to the hildren of nR . There are
three possible auses for this o uren e of nR in the result do ument:
1. There is a mat hing  su h that nR 2 (nQ) for some output node nQ in the query.
Thus, there is an output node nQ in the query with label e. Therefore, a ording to the
algorithm, we take the original de nition of e as one of the disjun ts of the new de nition
of e. Note that in this ase, all of nR 's hildren will appear in the result. Thus, the hildren
of nR satisfy the de nition of e in the result DTD.
Proof.
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Pro edure Simplify(')
Input
Content de nition '
Output
Simpli ed ontent de nition of '
While there is a hange in '
Apply the following rules to ' or its subexpressions
1.
2.
3.
4.

(t; ;)
(;; t)
(t j ;)
(; j t)

)
)
)
)

t
t
t?
t?

5. (;)?
6. (;)
7. (;)+

) ;
) ;
) ;

If ' = ; then Return EMPTY
Else Return '

Figure 10: De nition Simplifying Algorithm
2. The node nR is a des endant of a node mat hed to an output query node and Case 1 does
not hold. This ase an be proved in the same manner as the previous ase.
3. The node nR is mat hed to a query node nQ that is an an estor of an output node and
Cases 1 and 2 do not hold. Note that it is possible that some of nR 's hildren in the
do ument do not appear in the result. Spe i ally, a hild of nR with element name e0
annot appear in the result if there is no query node n0Q with the same path from root as
nQ and with a hild labeled with e0 that is an an estor of an output node. (This easily
follows from the de nition of the output of a query.) In the ontent de nition that we
reate for e a ording to nQ these elements are repla ed by the empty element sin e they
annot appear in the output. All other elements are made optional by the addition of the
\?" symbol. Thus, learly the ontent de nition de ned a ording to nQ will be satis ed
by the hildren of nR .
Thus, the algorithm is orre t.
The algorithm Create Content De nition is alled at most jdj, ea h time for a di erent element
name e. The algorithm Create Content De nition then goes over the nodes in the query with
label e. For ea h su h node, a ontent de nition is reated whi h is of size O(jdj). Thus, when
amortizing the ost of the reation over all the query nodes, we derive that the result DTD an
be reated in time O(jdjjQj + jdj) = O(jdjjQj).
Note that it follows from Theorem 6.1 that the result DTD is polynomial in the size of the
original DTD and the query. The ompa tness of the result DTD makes the requerying pro ess
simpler, sin e requerying entails exploring the result DTD.
A ording to Theorem 6.1, the resulting do uments onform to the result DTD. The question
arises as to how pre isely the result DTD des ribes the resulting do uments. In order to answer
this question we de ne a partial order on DTDs [PV99℄. Given a DTD d we denote the set of
XML do uments that stri tly onform to d as onf (d). Given DTDs d and d0 we say that d is
tighter than d0 , denoted d  d0 , if onf (d)  onf (d0 ). We say that d is stri tly tighter that d0 ,
denoted d  d0 , if onf (d)  onf (d0 ).
Intuitively, it would be desirable to nd a result DTD dR that is as tight as possible, under the restri tion that all possible result do uments must stri tly onform to dR . However,
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our algorithm does not ne essarily nd the tightest possible result DTD. In other words, our
algorithm may reate a result DTD dR although there exists a DTD d0R to whi h all resulting
do uments must stri tly onform and d0R  dR . If dR is the tightest possible result DTD, we
all dR a minimal result DTD . A minimal result DTD may not be unique. For a omprehensive
dis ussion, see [PV99℄. A ording to the following Proposition, there is a query and DTD for
whi h a minimal result DTD must be exponential in the size of the original DTD.

Proposition 6.2 (Exponential Result DTD) There is a query Q reated from an originating DTD d, su h that if d0 is a minimal result DTD of Q, then d0 is of size
Proof.

O( jdj! ).

Consider a DTD d with the root element r. Suppose that d ontains the element de nition
<!ELEMENT r (a1 ; : : : ; ak )*>

Let Q = (TQ ; lQ ; ; o; q; O) be a query with with root nr and hildren n1 ; : : : ; nk . Suppose that
l(nr ) = r and l(ni ) = ai for all i. We assume that all the nodes are and-nodes and all the edges
are existential-edges. Suppose in addition that O = fn1 ; : : : ; nk g and maps ea h node to an
arbitrary ondition. We an on lude that ea h of the element names a1 ; : : : ; ak will appear at
least on e in any result do ument. However, these element names they an appear in any order.
Thus, a minimal result DTD must onsider k! di erent orderings of the elements, proving the
laim.3
Observe that an exponential blowup of the original DTD is undesirable for two reasons.
First, reating su h a DTD is intra table. Se ond, if the result DTD is of exponential size, then
it is diÆ ult for a user to requery previous results. Thus, our algorithm for reating result DTDs
a tually returns a onvenient DTD, although it is not always minimal.

7

Extending EquiX Queries

EquiX an be extended in many ways to yield a more powerful language. In this se tion we
present two extensions to the EquiX language. These extensions add additional querying ability
to EquiX. After extending EquiX, the sear h language requirements 1 through 6 are still met.
However, it is a matter of opinion if EquiX still ful lls Criterion 7 requiring simpli ity of use.
Thus, these extensions are perhaps more suitable for expert users.
7.1

Adding Aggregation Fun tions and Constraints

We extend the EquiX language to allow omputing of aggregation fun tions and veri ation of
aggregation onstraints. We all the new language EquiXagg .
We extend the abstra t query formalism to allow aggregation. An aggregation fun tion is
one of f ount; min; max ; sum; avg g. An atomi aggregation onstraint has the form f v where
f is an aggregation fun tion,  2 f<; ; =; 6=; ; >g, and v is a onstant value. An aggregation
onstraint is a (possibly empty) onjun tion of atomi aggregation onstraints. In EquiXagg a
query is a tuple (T; l; ; o; q; a; a ; O) as in EquiX, augmented with the following fun tions:



is an aggregation spe ifying fun tion that asso iates ea h node with a (possibly empty)
set of aggregation fun tions;

a

3

The reader should re all that the order of the do ument nodes de nes the order of the result do ument nodes,
while the order of the query nodes has no in uen e on the result. The need for an exponential size DTD hinges
on this fa t.
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is an aggregation onstraint fun tion that asso iates ea h node with an aggregation
onstraint.

a

Given a node nQ, the aggregation spe ifying fun tions a(nQ ) (and similarly the aggregation
onstraint fun tions) are applied to t(nX ) for all nX 2 (nQ). Note that the min and max
fun tions an only be applied to an argument whose domain is ordered. Similarly, the aggregation
fun tions sum and avg an only be applied to sets of numbers. There is no way to enfor e su h
typing using a DTD (although it is possible using an XML S hema [Con℄). When a fun tion is
applied to an argument that does not meet its requirement, its result is unde ned.
The fun tion a adds the omputed aggregation values to the output. This is similar to
pla ing an aggregation fun tion in the SELECT lause of an SQL query. The fun tion a is used
to further onstrain a query. This is similar to the HAVING lause of an SQL query.
In order to use an aggregation fun tion in an SQL query, one must in lude a GROUPBY lause. This lause spe i es on whi h variables the grouping should be performed, when
omputing the result. To simplify the querying pro ess, we do not require the user to spe ify
the GROUP-BY variables. EquiXagg uses a simple heuristi rule to determine the grouping
variables. Suppose that a(nQ ) 6= ; for some node nQ . Let nO be the lowest node above nQ in
Q for whi h one of the following onditions hold




nO

2 O or

nO

is an an estor of a node in O.

Note that nO is the lowest node above nQ where both textual ontent and aggregate values may
be ombined. EquiXagg groups by nO when omputing the aggregation fun tions on nQ . In a
similar fashion, EquiXagg performs grouping in order to ompute aggregation onstraints.
Our hoi e for grouping variables is natural sin e it takes advantage of the tree stru ture
of the query, and thus, suggests a polynomial evaluation algorithm. It is easy to see that
adding aggregation fun tions and onstraints does not a e t the polynomiality of the evaluation
algorithm. The algorithm for reating a result DTD must also be slightly adapted in order to
take into onsideration the aggregation values that are retrieved. Thus, EquiXagg meets the
sear h language requirements 1 through 6.
7.2

Querying Ontologies using Regular Expressions

In EquiX, the user hooses a atalog and queries only do uments in the hosen atalog. It
is possible that the user would like to query do uments onforming to di erent DTDs, but
ontaining information about the same subje t. In EquiXreg this ability is given to the user.
Thus, EquiXreg is useful for information integration.
An ontology, denoted O, is a set of terms whose meanings are well known. Note that an
ontology an be implemented using XML Namespa es [BHL99℄. We say that a do ument X
an be des ribed by O if some of the element and attribute names in X appear in O. When
formulating a query, the user hooses an ontology of terms that des ribes the subje t matter
that she is interested in querying. Do uments that an be des ribed by the hosen ontology
will be queried. A query tree in EquiXreg is a tuple (T; l; ; o; q; O) as in EquiX. However, in
EquiXreg , l is a fun tion from the set of nodes to O.
Semanti ly, an EquiXreg query is interpreted in a di erent fashion from an EquiX query.
Ea h edge is impli itly labeled with the \+" symbol. Intuitively, an edge in a query orresponds
to a sequen e of one or more edges in a do ument. We adapt the de nition of satisfa tion of an
edge (presented in Se tion 4) to re e t this hange.
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Consider a do ument X , a query Q and a mat hing  of X to Q. Let nX be a node in X
and let e = (nQ; n0Q ) be an edge in Q. We say nX satis es e with respe t to  if the following
holds
 If e is an existential-edge then there is a des endent n0X of nX su h that n0X mat hes n0Q
and n0X 2 (n0Q).



If e is a universal-edge then for all des endents n0X of nX , if n0X mat hes n0Q, then n0X 2
(n0Q ).
Note that the only hange in the de nition was to repla e the words hild and hildren with
des endent and des endents.
In a straightforward fashion, we an modify the query evaluation algorithm to re e t the
new semanti s presented. The new algorithm remains polynomial under ombined omplexity.
Note that it is no longer possible to reate a result DTD if we do not permit a result DTD to
ontain ontent de nitions of type ANY. This results from the possible diversity of the do uments
being queried. However, EquiXreg still meets Criterion 5 (i.e., ability to requery results), sin e
the resulting do uments an be des ribed by the hosen ontology. Thus, EquiXreg meets the
sear h language requirements 1 through 6.

8

Con lusion

In this paper we presented design riteria for a sear h language. We de ned a spe i sear h
language for XML, namely EquiX, that ful lls these requirements. Both a user-friendly onrete syntax and a formal abstra t syntax were presented. We de ned an evaluation algorithm
for EquiX queries that is polynomial even under ombined omplexity. We also presented a
polynomial algorithm that generates a DTD for the result do uments of an EquiX query.
We believe that EquiX enables the user to sear h for information in a repository of XML
do uments in a simple and intuitive fashion. Thus, our language is espe ially suitable for use
in the ontext of the Internet. EquiX has the ability to express omplex queries with negation,
quanti ation and logi al expressions. We have also extended EquiX to allow aggregation and
limited regular expressions. To summarize, EquiX is unique in its being both a powerful language
and a polynomial language.
Several XML query languages have been proposed re ently, su h as XML-QL [DFF+ 98℄,
XQL [RLS98℄ and Lorel [GMW99℄. These languages are powerful in their querying ability.
However, they do not ful ll some of our sear h language requirements. In these languages, the
user an perform restru turing of the result. Thus, the format of the result must be spe i ed,
in ontradi tion to Criterion 1. Furthermore, XML-QL and XQL are limited in their ability
to express quanti ation onstraints (Criterion 3). Most importantly, none of these languages
guarantee polynomial evaluation under ombined omplexity (Criterion 6).
As future work, we plan to extend the ability of querying ontologies and to allow more
omplex regular expressions in EquiX. XML do uments represent data that may not have a stri t
s hema. In addition, sear h queries onstitute a guess of the ontent of the desired do uments.
Thus, we plan to re ne EquiX with the ability to deal with in omplete information [KNS99℄
and with do uments that \approximately satisfy" a query. Sear h engines perform an important
servi e for the user by sorting the results a ording to their quality. We plan on experimenting to
nd a metri for ordering results that takes both the data and the meta-data into onsideration.
As the World-Wide Web grows, it is be oming in reasingly diÆ ult for users to nd desired
information. The addition of meta-data to the Web provides the ability to both sear h and query
the Web. Enabling users to formulate powerful queries in a simple fashion is an interesting and
hallenging problem.
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A Corre tness of Query Evaluate
In this Se tion we prove the orre tness of the algorithm Query Evaluate presented in Figure 7.
We rst prove some ne essary lemmas.

Lemma A.1 Let

nX be a node in a do ument X and let nQ be a node in a query Q. If there
exists a mat hing  of X to Q su h that nX (nQ) then path(nX ) = path(nQ).

2

Suppose that nX 2 (nQ ). We show by indu tion on the depth of nQ that path(nX ) =
path(nQ ). Suppose that the labeling fun tion of Q is lQ and that the labeling fun tion of X is lX .

Proof.

Case 1: Suppose that nQ is the root of Q. A ording to Condition 2 in De nition 4.1, it
holds that lQ(nQ ) = lX (nX ). A ording to Condition 1 in De nition 4.1, nX is the root of X .
Thus, learly the laim holds.
Case 2: Suppose that nQ is of depth m. On e again, a ording to Condition 2 in De nition 4.1, it holds that lQ (nQ) = lX (nX ). In addition, p(nX ) 2 (p(nQ)) (see Condition 3
in De nition 4.1). Note that p(nQ) is of depth m 1. Thus, by the indu tion hypothesis,
path(p(nX )) = path(p(nQ )). Our laim follows.

as

We present an auxiliary de nition. We de ne the height of a query node nQ, denoted h(nQ ),
h(nQ ) =

(

0
max

f

h(n0

j

Q) Q

n0

if nQ is a leaf node
is a hild of nQg + 1 otherwise

We show that the algorithm impli itly de nes a satisfying mat hing R . The nodes that are
returned are those orresponding to output nodes in R , and their an estors and des endents.
We de ne the fun tion R : NQ ! 2NX in the following way:
nX

2 R (nQ) ()

[nQ ,nX ℄= \true"

mat h array

Note that we onsider the values of mat h array at the end of the evaluation of Query Evaluate.
We all R the retrieval fun tion of Query Evaluate w.r.t. X and Q.

Lemma A.2 (Retrieval Fun tion is a Satisfying Mat hing) Let X be a do ument, let Q
be a query and let R be the retrieval fun tion of Query Evaluate w.r.t. X and Q. Then R is a
satisfying mat hing of X to Q.
Proof.

We show that R is a mat hing, i.e., that R meets the onditions in De nition 4.1.

 Roots Mat h:

The only node that has the same path as rQ is rX . Thus, the only
time that the fun tion Mat hes is alled for the root of the query is with the root of the
do ument. Thus, the value of R (rQ ) must either be either frX g or ;. However, it is
easy to see that if R (rQ ) = ; then Query Evaluate returns ;. Thus, it must hold that
R (rQ ) = frX g.

 Node Mat hing:

If nX 2 R (nQ) then Mat hes was alled with nQ and nX . Thus nX
and nQ have the same path, and hen e, nX mat hes nQ.

 Conne tivity:

If mat h array[p(nQ ),p(nX )℄ does not hold, then mat h array[nQ ,nX ℄ is
assigned the value \false". Therefore, learly the onne tivity requirement of a mat hing
holds.
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We now show that R is a satisfying mat hing (see De nition 4.2). Suppose that nX 2
R (nQ ) for a do ument node nX and a query node nQ . Note that this implies that Mat hes
returned the value \true" when applied to nQ and nX . We prove by indu tion on the height of
nQ that the appropriate ondition holds. We onsider three ases.




Suppose that h(nQ ) = 0. Then nQ is a leaf and (nQ )(t(nX )) must hold as required.
Suppose that h(nQ ) > 0 and that nQ is an or-node. The pro edure Mat hes returned the
value \true" when applied to nQ and nX . Therefore, one of the following must hold:
1. The ondition (nQ )(t(nX )) = > holds.
2. At the time of appli ation of Mat hes to nQ and nX , there was a hild mQ of nQ
and a hild mX of nX su h that mat h array[mQ ,mX ℄ had the value \true". Note
that it follows that mX mat hes mQ. The value of mat h array[mQ ,mX ℄ will not be
hanged to \false" during the evaluation of Query Evaluate sin e mat h array[nQ ,nX ℄
is \true". Thus, mX 2 R (mQ ).
In either ase Condition 2a from De nition 4.2 holds as required.



Suppose that h(nQ ) > 0 and that nQ is an and-node. We omit the proof as it is similar to
the previous ase.

Thus, R is a satisfying mat hing as required.
We say that a mat hing  ontains a mat hing 0 if (nQ )  0 (nQ ) for all query nodes nQ.
We will show that the retrieval fun tion ontains all other satisfying mat hings.

Lemma A.3 (Retrieval Fun tion Containment) Let

X be a do ument, let Q be a query
and let R be the retrieval fun tion of Query Evaluate w.r.t. X and Q. Suppose that  is a
satisfying mat hing of X to Q. Then R ontains .

Suppose that  is a satisfying mat hing. We show by indu tion on the height of nQ that
(nQ )  R (nQ ). We rst onsider the values assigned to mat h array during the rst pass (the
bottom-up pass) of the algorithm.
Proof.



Suppose that h(nQ) = 0. Suppose that nX 2 R (nQ ). Then, a ording to Lemma A.1
path(nX ) = path(nQ ).
Thus, Mat hes will be alled on nX and nQ . The ondition
(nQ )(t(nX )) holds. Thus, mat h array[nQ ,nX ℄ will be assigned the value \true".



Suppose that h(nQ ) > 0 and nQ is an or-node. Suppose that nX 2 R (nQ ). On e again,
a ording to Lemma A.1 path(nX ) = path(nQ). Thus, Mat hes will be alled on nX and
nQ . It also follows that one of the following must hold:
1. The value of (nQ)(t(nX )) is \true". Thus, Mat hes returns true.
2. There is a hild mQ of nQ and a hild mX of nX su h that mX mat hes mQ and
mX 2 (mQ ). Note that h(mQ ) < h(nQ ). Thus, by the indu tion hypothesis, the
value of mat h array[mQ ,mX ℄ after the rst pass of the algorithm is \true". Thus
Mat hes returns true when alled on nQ and nX .



Suppose that h(nQ ) > 0 and nQ is an and-node. We omit the proof as it is similar to the
previous ase.

It is easy to see that it follows from the onne tivity of  that if nX 2 (nQ) then the value of
mat h array[nQ ,nX ℄ will not be hanged to \false". Thus,  is ontained in R as required.
We an now prove the theorem required.
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Theorem A.4 (Corre tness of Query Evaluate) Given do ument X and a query Q, the algorithm Query Evaluate retrieves the output set of X w.r.t. Q.

Let X be a do ument and Q be a query. We show that a do ument node nX is returned
by Query Evaluate if and only if nX is in the output set of X w.r.t. Q.

Proof.

\(" Suppose that nX is in the output set of X w.r.t. Q. Then there is a satisfying mat hing
of X to Q su h that and an output node nQ in Q su h that either nX 2 (nQ) or nX is an
an estor or des endent of a node in (nQ ). Let R be the retrieval fun tion of Query Evaluate
w.r.t. X and Q. A ording to Lemma A.3  is ontained in R . Thus, learly nX is returned
by Query Evaluate.
\)" Suppose that nX is returned by Query Evaluate. Let R be the retrieval fun tion
of Query Evaluate w.r.t. X and Q. Then there is an output node nQ in Q su h that either
nX 2 R (nQ ) or nX is an an estor or des endent of a node in R (nQ ). A ording to Lemma A.2
R is a satisfying mat hing of X to Q. Thus, nX is in the output set of X w.r.t. Q.
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